We investigate an application in the automatic tuning of computer codes, an area of research that has come to prominence alongside the recent rise of distributed scientific processing and heterogeneity in high-performance computing environments. Here, the response function is nonlinear and noisy and may not be smooth or stationary. Clearly needed are variable selection, decomposition of influence, and analysis of main and secondary effects for both real-valued and binary inputs and outputs. Our contribution is a novel set of tools for variable selection and sensitivity analysis based on the recently proposed dynamic tree model. We argue that this approach is uniquely well suited to the demands of our motivating example. In illustrations on benchmark data sets, we show that the new techniques are faster and offer richer feature sets than do similar approaches in the static tree and computer experiment literature. We apply the methods in code-tuning optimization, examination of a cold-cache effect, and detection of transformation errors.
1. Introduction. The optimization of machine instructions derived from source codes has long been of interest to compiler designers, processor architects, and code developers. Compilers such as gcc, for example, provide a myriad of flags, each allowing the programmer to choose the "level" of optimization. As codes and their optimization become more complex, however, it can be harder to know a priori what modifications will benefit or hinder performance in execution.
Recent advances in the area have demonstrated that higher performance of a given code can be achieved through annotation scripts (e.g., Orio [Hartono, Norris and Sadayappan (2009) ]), which directly apply code transformations such as loop reordering to the original source to generate a modified, but semantically equivalent, version of the code. The output code can then be compiled in various ways (e.g., by setting compiler optimization flags or by choosing different compilers), resulting in an executable that runs on a particular machine more or less quickly depending on the nature of the transformation, compilation, machine architecture, and original source code. Given detailed knowledge of each aspect of the process, from original source to final executable, one can obtain significant speedups in execution. But missteps can result in significant slowdowns.
Modern high-performance computing facilities are increasingly complex, making it difficult and/or time-consuming for a scientific programmer to intimately understand or control the environment in which the source code is executed, and thereby affect its performance. For example, commercial cloud-computing services such as the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) provide only a limited description of the available hardware and accompanying resources; and scientific and governmental computing facilities are diverse. Thus, the need arises to tune codes automatically.
In this paper we report on aspects of a performance-tuning effort being undertaken at Argonne National Laboratory to meet needs in scientific computing. Our aim, given a target machine and source code, is to study how a suite of given transformations, together with compiler options (e.g., gcc flags), can be used to minimize code execution times under the constraint that it yields correct output. As evidenced by the success of the ATLAS project (http://math-atlas.sourceforge.net/), involving a similar but more limited search set, even minor performance gains for basic computational kernels can be significant when called repeatedly.
1.1.
A performance-tuning computer experiment. We focus on data arising from a set of exploratory benchmarking experiments described by Balaprakash, Wild and Hovland (2011) . In the design of each experiment (the input source code), a subset of the possible transformation and compilation options (inputs) was thought to yield correct numerical outputs, and these were varied in full enumeration over the input space to obtain execution times. Some of the inputs are ordinal and some categorical. Such full enumerations therefore result in combinatorially huge design spaces-too big to explore in a time that is reasonable to wait for a compiled executable. We investigate the extent to which a statistical model can be used to measure the relative importance of each input for predicting execution times, to ex-VARIABLE SELECTION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 3 plore how each relevant input contributes to the execution time marginally and (to the extent possible) conditionally, and to check for any predictable patterns of constraint violations arising from unsuccessful compilation or runtime errors in the executed code.
Our results in Section 5 show that we can dramatically reduce the space of options in the search for fast executables: one of the five inputs is completely removed, and each of the other four has its range decreased by roughly a factor of 2. We perform this analysis on a dramatically reduced design that, together with a thrifty inferential technique, means that such information can be gleaned in an amount of time that most programmers would deem acceptable to produce a final executable. We then provide a final iterative optimization, primed with the results of that analysis, to obtain a fast executable. The remainder of the fully enumerated design is then used for validation purposes, wherein we show that our solution is preferable to alternatives out-of-sample.
Several aspects of this type of data make it unique in the realm of computer experiments, therefore justifying a noncanonical approach. The first is size. Even when using reduced designs, these experiments are large by conventional standards. Second, although some of the transformation options (i.e., inputs) are ordinal (e.g., a loop unrolling factor), there is no reason to expect an a priori smooth or stationary relationship between that input and the response: for some architectures it may be reasonably smooth, and for others it may have regime changes due to, for example, being memory-bound versus being compute-bound. Third, high-order interactions between the inputs are expected, a priori, which may prohibit the use of additive models. Fourth, checking for valid outputs requires a classification surrogate. Fifth, since (valid) responses are execution times, the experiment being modeled is inherently stochastic, whereas many authors define a computer experiment as one where the response is deterministic.
This last point is perhaps more nuanced than it may seem at first. In actuality, many of the sources that can contribute to the "randomness" of an executable are known. For example, processor loads can be controlled; interruptions from operating system maintenance threads follow schedules; and locations in memory, which affect data movement, can be controlled. But these may more usefully, and practically, be modeled as random. However, one contributor to the nature of the "noise" in the experiment is of particular interest to the Argonne researchers: the cold-cache effect.
This effect, due to compulsory cache misses sometimes arising from initial accesses to a cache block, is also referred to as cold-start misses Patterson and Hennessy (2007) and can cause the first execution instance to run slower than subsequent instances. It would be useful to know whether acknowledging and controlling for this effect are necessary when searching for an optimal executable. The degree of the cold-cache effect varies greatly from problem to problem, and determining its significance is vital for designing an experimental setup (e.g., whether the cache needs to be warmed before each execution of a code configuration). Although recent works [e.g., Balaprakash, Wild and Norris (2012) ] have focused on defining input spaces for performance tuning problems, formulating appropriate objectives in the presence of the cache effects and other operating system noise remains an unresolved issue, which application of our techniques can help inform. In Section 5 we show that the cold-cache effect is present but negligible for the particular problem examined. One can optimize the executable without acknowledging its effect because it is very small and does not vary as a function of the input parameters.
1.2. Roadmap. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Given the unique demands of our motivating problem set, we make the case in Section 2 that a new, thrifty approach to modeling computer experiments and decomposing the influence of inputs is needed. We maintain that, without using such an analysis to first significantly narrow the search space, searches for optimal transformations and compilation settings cannot be performed in a time that is acceptable to practitioners. We propose that these needs are addressed by dynamic tree (DT) models, which (along with previous approaches to model-based decomposition of influence) are reviewed below and in the Appendix. In Sections 3 and 4 we improve upon standard methodology for variable selection and input sensitivity analysis by leveraging the unique aspects of DTs. Compared with previous tree modeling approaches, our new methodology offers sequential decision making and fully Bayesian evidence not previously enjoyed in these contexts. Compared with the canonical Gaussian process (GP) model for computer experiments, which serves as a straw man for many of our comparisons, our methods facilitate decompositions of input variable influence on problems that are several orders of magnitude larger than previously possible, while simultaneously avoiding assumptions of smoothness and stationarity and allowing for higher-order interactions. Both sections conclude with an illustration of the methods, in both classification and regression applications, and a brief comparison study in support of these observations. Section 5 contains a detailed analysis of our motivating performance-tuning example using such methods. We conclude in Section 6 with a brief discussion.
2. Background. We begin with a review of previous approaches to the analysis of input influence as relevant to applications in computer experiments, motivating our dynamic trees approach. These models and accompanying inferential techniques are then discussed in some detail.
2.1. Decomposition of influence. In any regression analysis, one must quantify the influences on the response by individual candidate explanatory variables. This assessment should cover an array of information, attribut-VARIABLE SELECTION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 5 ing direction, strength, and evidence to covariate effects, both when acting independently and when interacting. For linear statistical models, various well-known tools are available for the task. In ordinary least-squares, for example, there are t and F tests for the effect of predictor(s), ANOVA to decompose variance contributions, and leverages to measure influence in the input space. Such tools are fundamental to applied linear regression analysis and are widely available in modern statistical software packages.
In contrast, analogous techniques for more complicated nonparametric regression methods, such as neural networks, other basis expansions, or GPs and other stochastic models, are far less well established. Many related techniques exist, and we provide a detailed review in our Appendix. However, they are not part of the conventional arsenal applied to the broad engineering problems that motivate this work-optimization under uncertainty and emulation of noisy computer simulators-where modeling is further complicated by nonstationarities manifesting in varying degrees of smoothness. A lack of fast, easy-to-apply tools (and readily available software) means that one typically treats the response surface model as a black-box prediction machine and neglects analyses essential for tackling the application motivating this paper.
To resolve the tension between flexibility and interpretability, we present a framework that provides both. We argue that dynamic trees (DTs), introduced in Taddy, Gramacy and Polson (2011) and summarized below, are a uniquely appropriate platform for predictive modeling and analysis of covariance in complex regression and classification settings. Although aspects of DT modeling are just as opaque as, say, neural networks, they inherit many advantages from the well-understood features of classic trees. They take a fast and flexible divide-and-conquer approach to regression and classification by fitting piecewise constant, linear models, and multinomial models. Besides employing a prior that regularizes the nature of the patchwork fits that result, they make few assumptions about the nature of the datagenerating mechanism. This approach is in contrast to GP models, which may disappoint when stationary modeling is inappropriate and which are burdened by daunting computational hurdles for large data sets.
Part of our argument holds for tree models in general, of which DTs are just one modern example: partitioning of the covariate space, the same quality that is key to model flexibility, acts as an interpretable foundation for attribution of variable influence. Distinct from most other tree methods, however, DTs are accompanied by an efficient particle sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) method for posterior inference and can provide full uncertainty quantification for each metric of covariance analysis, hence allowing for proper consideration of statistical evidence. DT inference is also inherently on-line and naturally suited to the analysis of sequential data. This aspect is exploited in our final optimization of the motivating computer experiment. Our methodological contributions comprise two complementary analyses: variable selection and input sensitivity analysis. The first focuses on selecting the subset of covariates to be included in the model, in that they lead to predictions of low variance and high accuracy. The second characterizes how elements of this subset influence the response. As discussed in more detail in the Appendix, it is most common to focus on only one of these two analyses: variable selection is common in additive models, where the structure for covariance is assumed rather than estimated, whereas in more complicated functional sensitivity analysis settings, the set of covariates is taken as given. This methodological split is unfortunate, because variable selection and sensitivity analysis work best together, with sensitivities providing a higher-fidelity analysis that follows in-or-out decisions made after preselecting variables. Hence, we have found that the use of DTs as a platform for both analyses is a powerful tool in applied statistics and is ideal for our motivating performance-tuning application.
2.2. Dynamic tree models. The dynamic tree (DT) framework was introduced in Taddy, Gramacy and Polson (2011) to provide Bayesian inference for regression trees that change in time with the arrival of new observations. It builds directly on work by McCulloch (1998, 2002) , wherein prior models over the space of various decision trees are first developed. Since the Taddy et al. paper contains a survey of Bayesian tree models and full explanation of the DT framework, we focus here on communicating an intuitive understanding of DTs and refer the reader elsewhere for details. For those interested in using these techniques, software is available in the dynaTree ] package for R, which also includes all the methods of this paper.
Consider covariates x t = {x s } t s=1 paired with response y t = {y s } t s=1 , as observed up to time t (the data need not be ordered, but it is helpful to think sequentially). A corresponding tree T t consists of a hierarchy of nodes η ∈ T t associated with different disjoint subsets of x t . This structure is built through a series of recursive split rules on the support of x t , as illustrated in the top row of Figure 1 : the left plot shows top-down sorting of observations into nodes according to variable constraints, and the right plot shows the partitioning at the bottom of the tree implied by such split rules. These terminal nodes are called leaves, and, in a regression tree, they are associated with a prediction rule for any new covariate vector. That is, new x t+1 will fall within a single leaf node η(x t+1 ), and this provides a distribution for y t+1 . For example, a constant tree has simple leaf response functions E[y t+1 |x t+1 ] = µ η(x t+1 ) , a linear tree fits the plane y = α η(x t+1 ) + x ⊤ β η(x t+1 ) through the observations in each leaf, and a classification tree uses withinleaf response proportions as the basis for classification. Bayesian inference relies on prior and likelihood elements to obtain a tree posterior, p(
. Given independence across partitions, tree likelihood is available as the product of likelihoods for each terminal node; constant and linear leaves use normal additive error around the mean, while classification trees assume a multinomial distribution for each leaf's response. This is combined with a product of conjugate or reference priors for each leaf node's parameters to obtain a conditional model for leaves given the tree. Chipman et al. define the probability of splitting node η, with node depth D η , as p split (T t , η) = α(1 + D η ) −β . Hence, the full tree prior is π(
, where I Tt is the set of internal nodes and L Tt are the leaves. They show how a taxonomy of choices of α and β map to prior distributions over trees via their depth.
The DT model of Taddy et al. adopts this basic framework but combines it with rules for how a given tree can change upon the observation of new data. In particular, π(T t+1 ) for a new tree is replaced with p(T t+1 |T t , x t+1 ), where this conditional prior is proportional to Chipman et al.'s π(T t+1 ) but restricted to trees that result from three possible changes to the neighborhood of the leaf containing x t+1 : stay and keep the existing partitions, prune and remove the partition above η(x t+1 ), or grow a new partition by splitting on this leaf. This evolution from T t to T t+1 via x t+1 is illustrated in Figure 1 . The original DT paper contains much discussion of tree dynamics, but the founding idea is that this process leverages the assumed independence structure of trees to introduce stability in estimation: a new observation at x t+1 will change our beliefs only about the local area of the tree around η(x t+1 ).
While the moves from T t to T t+1 are designed to be local to new observations, inference for these models must account for global uncertainty about T t . This is achieved through use of a filtering algorithm that follows a general particle learning recipe set out by Carvalho et al. (2010) . In such methods, the posterior for T t is approximated with a finite sample of potential tree particles T
}, each of which contain the set of tree-defining partition rules. This posterior is updated to account for [x t+1 , y t ] by first re-sampling particles proportional to the predictive probability p(y t |T (i) t , x t+1 ) and then propagating these particles by sampling from the conditional posterior p(T t+1 |T (i) t , [x, y] t+1 ) (i.e., drawing from the three moves illustrated in Figure 1 , proportional to each resulting tree's prior multiplied by its likelihood). Hence, tree propagation is local, but resampling accounts for global uncertainty about tree structure.
Although DTs' inferential mechanics are tailored to sequential applications, such as sequential design or optimization, they can also provide a powerful tool for batch analysis. Since the data ordering can be arbitrary, it can be helpful to run several independent repetitions of the SMC method each with a different random pass through the data. This approach allows one to study the Monte Carlo error of the method, which can be mitigated by averaging inferences across repetitions. Such averaging is especially important for Bayes factor estimation [Taddy, Gramacy and Polson (2011) ].
3. Variable selection. Tree models engender basic variable selection through the estimation of split locations: any variable not split on has been deselected. However, this binary determination does not provide any spectrum of variable importance, and the unavailable null distribution for tree splits can lead to inclusion of spurious variables. Hence, we need measures of covariate influence that are based on analysis of response variance. Combining these with the full probability model provided by DTs, one can obtain a probabilistic measure of variable importance and evidence for inclusion.
3.1. Measuring the importance of predictors. Following the basic logic of tree-based variable selection, variables contribute to reduction in predictive variance through each split location. We label the leaf model-dependent uncertainty reduction for each node η as ∆(η). Grouping these by variable, we obtain the importance index for each covariate k ∈ {1, . . . , p} as
where v(η) ∈ {1, . . . , p} is the splitting dimension of η and I T is the set of all internal tree nodes (i.e., split locations). Through efficient storage of data and split rules, these indices are inexpensive to calculate for any given tree. Given a filtered set of trees, as described in Section 2.2, the implied sample of J k indices provides a full posterior distribution of importance for each variable; this can form a basis for model-based selection.
For ∆(η) we consider the decrease in predictive uncertainty associated with the split in η. In regression, the natural choice is the average reduction in predictive variance,
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where η ℓ and η r are η's children, σ 2 η (x) is the predictive variance at x in the node η, and A η is the bounding covariate rectangle for that node. Rectangles on the boundary of the tree are constrained to the observed variable support, and, from recursive partitioning,
For constant leaf-node models, each integral in (2) is simply the area of the appropriate rectangle multiplied by that node's predictive variance. For classification, we replace the predictive variance at each node with the predictive entropy based onp c , the posterior predicted probability of each class c in node η. This leads to the entropy reduction ∆(η) = |A η |H η − |A η ℓ |H ℓ − |A ηr |H r , where H η = − cp c logp c . Since the rectangle area calculations involve high-dimensional recursive partitioning and can be both computationally expensive and numerically unstable, a Monte Carlo alternative is to replace |A η | with n, the number of data points in η. We find that this provides a fast and accurate approximation.
A regression tree with linear leaves presents a more complex setting, since the reduction in predictive variance is not constant over each partition. In Appendix B, we show that the calculations in (2) remain available in closed form. However, since in this case covariates also affect the response through the linear leaf model, (1) provides only a partial measure of variable importance. In Section 4 we describe other sensitivity metrics whose interpretations do not depend on leaf model specification.
Selecting variables. An
} can be used to assess the importance of each predictor k = 1, . . . , p, through both graphical visualization and ranking of summary statistics. As a basis for deselecting variables, we advocate estimated relevance probability,
. 4 A backward selection procedure based on this criterion, illustrated in the examples below, is to repeatedly refit the trees after deselecting variables whose relevance probability is less than a certain threshold.
We use a default relevance threshold of 0.5, such that a variable's relevance posterior must be less than 50% negative to entertain deselection. However, as we comment in Section 5.1, this can be problematic for some designs, for example, with many categorical predictors. A more conservative 0.95 threshold has analogy to the familiar 5% level for evidence in hypothesis testing, and can be appropriate in such settings. For guidance and intuition, one can refer to the prior distribution on the probability that the tree splits on a particular input. Note that this is not the same as a prior distribution on relevance, which does not exist under our improper leaf-model priors; rather, the probability of splitting on a given variable is its probability of having a nonzero relevance. Figure 2 plots the average number of splits (lighter) and the probability of at least one split (darker) using the four pairs of (α, β) values explored by Chipman, George and McCulloch (2002) , plus the dynaTree default values (0.95, 2), as a function of the sample size obtained uniformly in [0, 1] 10 . These quantities stabilize after about t = 10 samples and indicate that, for this uniform design, there is about a 12% prior probability of splitting.
Ultimately, the backstop for a proposed deselection is the Bayes factor of the old (larger) model over the proposed (smaller) one, terminating the full procedure when proposals longer indicate a strong preference for the simpler model. Reliable marginal likelihoods are available through the sequential factorization p(
t−1 ) and lead to useful Bayes factor estimates [see Taddy, Gramacy and Polson (2011) ], as we shall demonstrate.
Examples.
Simple synthetic data. We consider data first used by Friedman (1991) to illustrate multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) and then used by Taddy, Gramacy and Polson (2011) to demonstrate the competitiveness of DTs relative to modern (batch) nonparametric models. The input space is ten-dimensional, however, the response, given by 10 sin(πx 1 x 2 ) + 20(x 3 − 0.5) 2 + 10x 4 + 5x 5 with N(0, 1) additive error, depends only on five of the predictors. Although the true function is additive in a certain transformation of the inputs, we do not presume to know that a priori in this illustration. A particle set of size N = 10,000 was used to fit the DT model to T = 1000 input-output pairs sampled uniformly in [0, 1] 10 . Following Taddy, Gramacy and Polson (2011), we repeated the process ten times to understand the nature of the Monte Carlo error on our selection procedure.
The results are summarized in Figure 3 . The boxplots on the left show the cumulative 100,000 samples of the tallied relevance statistics for each variable. The first five all have relevances above zero with at least 99% posterior probability. The latter five useless variables are easily identified, since their relevance statistics tightly straddle zero. They average about 35% relevance above zero, cleanly falling below 95% or 50% thresholds. (Figure 2 is matched to this input domain.) After removing these variables we reran the fitting procedure and calculated (log) Bayes factors, treating the smaller model as the null (i.e., in the denominator). All ten (log) paths (center panel) eventually indicate that the larger model is not supported by the data. In fact, a decreasing trend in the Bayes factor suggests that the smaller model is actually a better fit. Thus, while deselecting irrelevant variables is not technically necessary, doing so becomes increasingly important as the data length grows relative to a fixed-sized (N ) particle cloud (i.e., in order to ward off particle depletion). The right panel in the figure shows the (log) Bayes factor calculation that would have resulted if we had further considered the first input for deselection (i.e., suggesting only inputs 2-5 were important). Clearly, the larger model (in the numerator) is strongly preferred.
Spam data. We turn now to the Spambase data set from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [Asuncion and Newman (2007) ]. The aim is not only to illustrate our selection procedure in a classification context but also to scale up to larger n and p with significant interaction effects. The data contains binary classifications of 4601 emails based on 57 attributes (predictors). The left panel of Figure 4 shows the results of a Monte Carlo experiment based on misclassification rates obtained using random fivefold cross-validation training/testing sets. This was repeated twenty times for 100 training/testing sets total producing 100 rates. The comparators are modern, regularized logistic regression models, including fully Bayesian ("b") and maximum a posteriori ("map") estimators via Gibbs sampling [Gramacy and Polson (2012) ], an estimator from the glmnet package ["glmn"; Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2010)], and the EM-based method ["krish"; Krishnapuram et al. (2005) ]. Results for these comparators on an interactionexpanded set of approximately 1700 predictors are also provided. Expansion is crucial to realize good performance from the logistic models.
Our DT contributions are dt and dt2, each using N = 1000 particles and 30 replicates, which took about half the execution time of the interactionexpanded logistic comparators. The dt2 estimator is the result of a single iteration of the selection procedure outlined above using a 50% threshold (explained below), leveraging the {J k } obtained from the initial dt run. This usually resulted in 25 (of 57) deselections. The subsequent Bayes factor calculation(s) indicated a preference for the small model in every case considered. Notable results include the following. The DT-based estimators perform as well as the interaction-expanded linear model estimators, without explicitly using the expanded predictor set. Trees benefit from a natural ability to exploit interaction-even a few three-way interactions were found that, for the other comparators in the study, would have required an enormous expansion of the predictor space. Without modification, our new selection procedure simultaneously allows variables not helpful for main effects or interactions to be culled. Hence, the estimator obtained after deselection (dt2) is just as good as the former (dt, using the entire set of predictors) but with lower Monte Carlo error. In fact, based on the worst cases in the experiment, dt2 is the best estimator in this study. We found that marginal reductions in Monte Carlo error can be obtained with further deselection stages.
The right panels of Figure 4 show the posterior samples of the entropy difference tallies for predictors whose median relevance was greater than zero; also shown is the corresponding posterior means by which the samples have been ordered. A similar plot is given for random forests in HTF VARIABLE SELECTION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 13 (Figure 10 .6). Our ordering of importance is similar, but importance drops off quickly because our single-tree model is more parsimonious than are the additive trees of random forests. As an advantage of our approach, the middle figure shows posterior uncertainty around these means: there is a large amount of variability, and evidence of multicollinearity shows in any given parameter's potential effect ranging from zero to very large. This observation and an effort to match the size of the predictor set selected by HTF both contributed to our choice of the 50% threshold.
4. Sensitivity analysis. The importance indices of Section 3 provide a computationally efficient measure of a covariate's first-order effect-variance reduction directly attributed to splits on that variable. These indices are not, however, appropriate for all applications of sensitivity analysis. First, with nonconstant leaf prediction models, such as for linear trees, focusing only on variance reduction through splits ignores potential influence in the leaf model; for example, a covariate effect that is perfectly linear will lead to J k near zero if fit with linear trees. Second, the importance indices depend on the entire sample and cannot easily be focused on local input regions, say, for optimization. Third, the importance indices provide a measure that is clearly interpretable in the context of tree models but does not correspond to any of the generic covariance decompositions in standard input sensitivity analysis. In this section we describe a technique for Monte Carlo estimation of these decompositions, referred to as sensitivity indices in the literature, that is model-free and can be constrained to subsets of the input space. 4.1. Sensitivity indices. The classic paradigm of input sensitivity analysis involves analysis of response variability in terms of its conditional and marginal variance. This occurs in relation to a given uncertainty distribution on the inputs, labeled U (x). It can represent uncertainty about future values of x or the relative amount of research interest in various areas of the input space [see Taddy et al. (2009) ]. In applications, U is commonly set as a uniform distribution over a bounded input region. Although one can adapt the type of sampling described here to account for correlated inputs in U [e.g., Saltelli and Tarantola (2002) ], we treat only the standard and computationally convenient independent specification, U (x) = p k=1 u k (x k ). The sensitivity index for a set of covariates measures the variance, with respect to U , in conditional expectation given those variables. For example, the two most commonly reported indices concern first-order and total sensitivity:
respectively. The first-order index represents response sensitivity to variable main effects and is closest in spirit to the importance metrics of Section 3. From the identity E{Var{y|x −j }} = Var{y} − Var{E{y|x −j }}, T j measures residual variance in conditional expectation and thus represents all influence connected to a given variable. Hence, T j − S j measures the variability in y due to the interaction between input j and the other inputs, and a large difference T j − S j can trigger additional local analysis to determine its functional form. Note that all moments in (3) are with respect to U ; additional modeling uncertainty about y|x is accounted for in posterior simulation of the indices.
We propose a scheme based on integral approximations presented by Saltelli (2002) . Extra steps are taken to account for an unknown response surface: "known" responses are replaced with predicted values. Subsequent integration is repeated across each tree in a particle representation of the posterior and then averaged over all particles. Although we focus on firstorder and total sensitivity, full posterior indices for any covariate subset are available through analogous adaptation of the appropriate routines of Saltelli (2002) .
In the remainder of this section calculations are presented for a given individual tree; we suppress particle set indexing. Everything is conditional on a given posterior realization for y(x). We begin to integrate the common E 2 {y} terms by recognizing that
Assuming uncorrelated inputs, an approximation can be facilitated by taking two equal-sized random samples with respect to U . Although any sampling method respecting U may be used, we follow Taddy et al. (2009) and use a Latin hypercube design for the noncategorical inputs to obtain a cheap space-filling sample on the margins, thereby reducing the variance of the resulting indices. Specifically, we create designs M and M ′ each of size m, assembled as matrices comprising p-length row-vectors s k and s ′ k , for k = 1, . . . , m, respectively. The unconditional quantities use M :
where E{y|M } is the column vector [E{y|s 1 }, . . . , E{y|s m }] ⊤ and E 2 {y} = E{y} E{y}.
Approximating the remaining components in (4) involves mixing columns of M ′ and M , which is where the independence assumption is crucial. Let M ′ j be M ′ with the jth column replaced by the jth column of M , and likewise
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let M j be M with the jth column of M ′ . The conditional second moments are then
the latter approximation saving us the effort of predicting at the locations in M j . In total, the set of input locations requiring evaluation under the predictive equations is the union of M , M ′ , and
. For designs of size m this is m(p + 2) locations for each of N particles. Together m and N determine the accuracy of the approximation. Usually N is fixed by other, more computationally expensive, particle updating considerations. Particle-wide application of the above provides a sample from the posterior distribution for S and T.
Visualization of main effects.
A byproduct of the above procedure is information that can be used to estimate main effects. For each particle and input direction j, we apply a simple one-dimensional smoothing of the scatterplot of [s 1j , . . . , s mj , s ′ 1j , . . . ,
This provides a realization of E{y|x j } over a grid of x j values and therefore a draw from the posterior of the main effect curve. Note that we use here the posterior means E[y|s], as opposed to the posterior realizations for y|s used in calculating sensitivity indices. Average and quantile curves from each particle can then be used to visualize the posterior mean uncertainty for the effect of each input direction as a function of its value. One-dimensional curve estimation is robust to smoother choice in such a large sample size (2m); we use a simple moving average. 4.3. Examples. Consider again the Friedman data from Section 3.3, using the first six inputs. Ordinarily we would recommend an initial selection procedure before undertaking further sensitivity analysis to eliminate all irrelevant variables, but we keep one irrelevant input for illustrative purposes. Figure 5 summarizes the analysis under constant and linear DTs (DTC and DTL, resp.), and under a GP (fit using tgp) for comparison. In all three cases the number of particles (or MCMC samples for the GP) and samples from U were the same: N = 10,000 and m = 1000, without replicates. The main effects for DTL and GP are essentially identical. As evidenced in the plots, DTC struggles to capture the marginal behavior of every input; x 3 is particularly off. These observations carry over to the S and T indices. DTL displays the same average values as does the GP, but with greater uncertainty. DTC again shows less agreement and greater uncertainty. Whereas DTC works well for variable selection, DTL seems better for decomposing the nature of variable influence.
With DTL and GP providing such similar sensitivity indices, why should one bother with DTL? The answer rests in the computational expense of the two procedures. The DT fit and sensitivity calculation stages each take a few minutes. The GP version, even using a multithreaded version of tgp, takes about six hours on the same machine and requires that the two stages occur simultaneously. Hence, if new x − y pairs are added or a new U is specified, the entire analysis must be rerun from scratch. With DTs, the fit can be updated in a matter of seconds, and only the sensitivity stage must be rerun, leading to even greater savings. In sum, the DT analysis can give similar results to GPs but is hundreds of times faster. GPs also are good (but even slower) at classification (GPC). Perhaps this is why we could not find GPC software providing input sensitivity indices for comparison. Figure 6 shows the results of a sensitivity analysis for a three-class/2D data set [see Gramacy and Polson (2011) for details and GPC references]. Fitting a GPC model from 200 x − y pairs takes about an hour, for example, with the plgp package. By contrast, fitting a DT with multinomial leaves using N = 10,000 particles takes a few seconds; and the sensitivity postprocessing steps, which must proceed separately for each class, take a couple of minutes. The MAP class labels and predictive entropy shown on the left panel indicate the nature of the surface. Notice that the entropy is high near the misclassified points (red dots). The smooth transitions are difficult to capture with axis-aligned splits.
The plots in the right panels show the main effects and S and T indices for each class. All three sets of plots indicate a dominant x 1 influence, which conforms to intuition because that axis spans three labels whereas x 2 spans only two. Lower S and T values for x 2 provide further evidence that its contribution to the variance is partly coupled with that of x 1 . 5. A computer experiment: Optimizing linear algebra kernels. We now examine the data generated by linear algebra kernels from Balaprakash, Wild and Hovland (2011) . The execution times for these experiments were obtained on Fusion, a 320-node cluster at Argonne National Laboratory. Each compute node contained a 2.6 GHz Pentium Xeon 8-core processor with 36 GB of RAM. We focus here on the GESUMMV experiment. The results obtained for the other two kernels (MATMUL and TENSOR) we examined are similar and are therefore omitted because of space constraints. GESUMMV, from the updated BLAS library [Blackford et al. (2002) ], carries out a sum of dense matrix-vector multiplies. The tuning design variables considered consist of two loop-unrolling parameters taking integer values in {1, . . . , 30} and three binary parameters associated with performing scalar replacement, loop parallelization, and loop vectorization, respectively.
Argonne allowed an exceptional amount of computing resources to be assigned to these and a suite of similar performance-tuning examples in order to study aspects of the tuning apparatus and to enable initial explorations into elements of the online optimization of executables such as the one we describe below. In particular, resources were allocated for transformation, compilation, and obtaining the timings of 35 repeated (on the same dedicated node) execution trials at each design point in a full enumeration of the GESUMMV design space. These tests incurred over 30 CPU-hours (roughly half of which were devoted to transformation or compilation and half to execution). Although well beyond an acceptable budget for a one-off optimized compilation procedure, results from exhaustive enumerations are vital for performance benchmarking of analyses such as ours. They allow us to compare our automated procedures, made on the basis of much smaller searches, with out-of-sample quantities. They also help build a library of "rules of thumb" and functional and design parameter characteristics that can be useful for priming future searches whose tuning variables and input source codes are similar to those of the fully enumerated experiments. The fully enumerated GESUMMV problem (as well as MATMUL and TEN-SOR) is relatively small from a performance-tuning perspective, and hence is a prime candidate for our validation and benchmarking purposes. In [Balaprakash, Wild and Norris (2012) ], problems with up to 10 53 design points are posed, clearly indicating that practical tuning will require sampling of only a very small portion of the total design space.
The GESUMMV experiment is summarized as follows. Of the 2 3 30 2 = 7200 total design points, 199 resulted in a compilation error or an improper memory access and thus were deemed to violate a constraint on correctness. The resulting 245,035 (successful) runtimes were between 0.15 and 0.68 seconds, the mean and median both being 0.22 seconds. Our focus here is on a carefully chosen subset of this data, described below, comprising about 1% of the full set of runs. The intention is to simulate a realistic scenario wherein variable selection and sensitivity analysis techniques can reasonably be expected to add value to an automated tuning and compilation optimization.
We begin by examining the extent of the cold-cache effect by using selection techniques. We then turn to a full analysis of the sensitivity to inputs, leading to a localization and subsequent optimization. Next we explore the extent to which one can learn about, and avoid, constraint violations. We conclude with an out-of-sample comparison between DTs and GPs.
5.1. Cold-cache effect and variable selection. Figure 7 illustrates the coldcache effect over the fully enumerated data. The left plot shows four histograms counting the number (out of the 7001 input locations that did not result in a constraint violation) of times the first, second, seventeenth, and last of the trials resulted in the κth largest runtime of the 35 trials performed. While the first trial stands out as the slowest, results for the three other trials indicate that this effect does not persist for later trials. That is, the second (17th or 35th) does not tend to have the second (17th or 35th) largest runtime. However, the right histogram in the figure clearly shows that lower trial numbers tend to yield the maximum execution time more frequently than do higher ones.
These results make clear the existence of a marginal cold-cache effect; indeed, a paired t-test squarely rejects the null hypothesis that no marginal effect occurs. However, our interest lies in determining whether the effect is influential enough to warrant inclusion in a model for predicting runtimes. In particular, the absolute average distance from the maximum to median runtime (among 35 trials for each of the 7001 input configurations) is about 0.01, compared with the full difference between the maximum and minimum execution in the entire data set at 0.53. Given the effect's low magnitude and our limited available degrees of freedom, it is not clear whether estimating the cold-cache effect is worthwhile in statistical prediction. The remainder of this subsection and Section 5.2 work with a maxmin space-filling subsampled design of size 500 from the 7001, and just the first 5 of the 35 replicates (together a 99% reduction in the size of the data). First, we consider the following experiment on a further subset of the data comprising the first trial and the last (fifth) trial for every input in the spacefilling design (1000 runs in total). The five inputs were augmented with a sixth indicator, which is zero for those from the first trial and one for those from the fifth. If the cold-cache effect is statistically significant, then this experiment should reveal so. Figure 8 summarizes our results, based on a constant leaf model with 1000 particles and 30 replicates. The top-left panel shows the posterior relevance samples; the focus, for now, is on the relevance of the sixth input, which is small. The scale of the y-axis is, however, somewhat deceiving: the posterior probability that relevance is greater than zero is 0.58, with mean relevance of 2.6 × 10 −6 , indicating that the cold-cache may have a tiny but possibly significant effect. It is helpful to consult the prior inclusion probabilities for further guidance here. The bottom-right figure shows the Boolean predictor's relevance to be approaching 20% as the sample size gets large, nearly twice that of our earlier regression example. The Bayes factor in the the right panel shows a gradually decreasing trend, signaling that the cold-cache predictor is not helpful.
Before turning to SA, having decided to ignore the cold-cache effect based on the above analysis, we observe that input three also shows low-in fact, negative-relevance. A similar Bayes factor calculation (not shown) strongly indicated that it too could be dropped from the model. The remaining four inputs have much greater, and entirely positive, posterior relevance; Bayes factors (also not shown) reinforce that these predictors are important to obtain a good fit.
Sensitivity analysis.
To further inform an optimization of the automatic code tuning process, we perform a SA. Figure 9 summarizes main effects and S and T indices for the four remaining variables. The full reduced design (all five trials) was used-25,000 input-output pairs total, ignoring the cold-cache effect. Results for both constant and linear leaf models are shown. In contrast to our earlier results for the Friedman data, the differ- ences between linear and constant leaves are negligible. Perhaps this is not surprising since both treat binary predictors identically. 5 The S and T indices on the remaining predictors tell a similar, but richer, story compared with the relevance statistics. Input two has the largest effect, and input four the smallest, but we also see that the effect of the inputs, marginally, is small (since the Ss are low and the T s are high). This result would lead us to doubt that a rule of thumb for optimizing the codes based on the main effects alone would bear fruit, namely, that inputs close to x 1 = 5, x 2 = 12, x 3 = 0 are most promising. Although this may be a sensible place to start, intricate interactions among the variables, as suggested by the T indices in particular, mean that a search for optimal tuning parameters may benefit from a methodical iterative approach, say, with an expected improvement (EI) criterion [Jones, Schonlau and Welch (1998) ] or another optimization routine. Before launching headlong in that direction, however, we first illustrate how a more localized sensitivity analysis may be performed without revisiting the computations used in the fitting procedure. The result can either be cached to prime future code optimizations having similar inputs or to initialize an iterative EI-like search on a dramatically reduced search space. Figure 10 shows the main effects from a new sensitivity analysis (using DTC) whose uncertainty distribution U ′ (x) is constrained so that the first input is ≤ 15, the second is ≥ 5, and the third is fixed to zero (representing a tenfold reduction in the number of possible design points). The relevance indices indicated importance of the fourth input, so we allowed it to vary unrestricted in U ′ , suspecting that localizing the first three inputs might yield a more pronounced effect for the fourth. Note that only U ′ (x) is restricted, not the actual input-output pairs, and that the model fitting does not need to be rerun. In contrast to the conclusion drawn from Figure 9 , the local- ized analysis strongly indicates that x 4 = 0 is required for a locally optimal solution. The other two inputs have a smaller marginal effect, locally.
A finer iterative search may be useful for choosing among the ≥ 2 local minima in the first two inputs. Many optimization methods are viable at this stage. We prefer to stay within the SMC framework, allowing thrifty DT updates to pick up where the size 500 space-filling design left off. Each subsequent design point is chosen by using a tree-based EI criterion [Taddy, Gramacy and Polson (2011) ] evaluated on all remaining candidates that meet criteria suggested by our final, zoomed-in, analysis, namely, all unevaluated locations from the fully-enumerated set having x 3 , x 4 = 0, 0 and x 1 , x 2 ∈ [2, 12] × [11, 24] . Ignoring the irrelevant third input, this results in 98% reduction in the search space compared with the original, fully enumerated design. After 100 such updates, an evaluation of the predictive distribution on the full 7001 design led to selecting x * = 4, 22, 0, 0 , giving a mean execution time of 17.9. Figure 11 shows how this solution is better than 98% of the median of the 35 runs from the fully enumerated set. Both panels show the same histogram of those times, with a red dot indicatingŷ(x * ). The right panel augments with the kernel density of the predicted responses at the reduced/zoomed-in design, indicating the value of our variable selection and sensitivity preanalysis. Even choosing x * uniformly at random in this region provides an output that is better than 88% of the total options. The final EI-based optimization ices the cake. Since it takes just seconds to perform, it represents an operation that, when more complete optimization is desired, can be bolted on at compile time for slight variations of the input source: say, for differently-sized matrices. The "compiler" could call up our reduced GESUMMV design and perform a quick search on the new input matrices.
5.3. Constraint violation patterns and out-of-sample accuracy. We return to the original, fully enumerated design to check two possibilities: (1) whether Argonne engineers unknowingly created an inefficient timing experiment (i.e., with predictable regions of code failure); and (2) whether a GP-based analysis would have led to more accurate predictions, and subsequently a better variable selection, sensitivity analysis, and optimization, if a vastly greater computational resource had been available.
For (1), the original 7200 design points, with (two) classification labels indicating NA values or positive real numbers (times), were used to fit a DT model with multinomial leaves. Otherwise the setup was similar to our earlier examples. The data has the feature that if one of the 35 trials was NA, then they all were. The reason is that failures were due to the transformed code failing to compile (precluding the code from running at all) or resulting in a segmentation fault upon execution. Other failures (e.g., due to hardware failures, soft faults, or the computed quantities differing more than a certain tolerance from reference quantities) are possible in practice but were not seen in the present data.
Sequential updating of the DT classification model revealed a posterior distribution of the importance indices that was decidedly null. The importance probabilities (i.e., of having a positive index) were 0.003, 0.026, 0.000, 0.000, and 0.000 for the five inputs, respectively. We interpret these results as meaning that the DT model detects no spatial pattern in the 2.7% of code failures compared with the successful runs. This conclusion was backed up by a simple Bayes factor calculation where the null model disallowed any partitioning. These results are reassuring because the input space was designed to limit the number of correctness violations; if relationships between the inputs and these violations were known a priori, the design space would be adjusted accordingly to prevent failures at compile or runtime.
For (2), we performed a 100-fold Monte Carlo experiment. In each fold, a DT constant model and a DT linear model were trained on a random maxmin design of size 100 subsampled from the fully enumerated 7001 locations using the first five replicates. Besides the smaller design, the SMC setup is identical to the one described earlier in this section. Then, a Bayesian GP with a separable correlation function and nugget was also fit (using the tgp package) by using a number of MCMC iterations deemed to give good mixing. The resulting computational effort was about ten times greater than for the DT fit, owing to the 100 × 100 matrices that required repeated inversion. We originally hoped to do a size 500 design as in the preceding discussion, but the 2500 × 2500 inversions were computationally infeasible in such nested Monte Carlo repetition. Finally, a BART model was trained using commensurate MCMC settings. For validation of the models in each fold a random maxmin testing design of size 100 was subsampled from the remaining 6901 locations. RMSEs were obtained by first calculating the squared deviation from the posterior mean predictors to actual timings of the 35 execution replicates associated with each testing location. The square root of the average of the 350 distances was then recorded. Figure 12 summarizes RMSEs by boxplot and numbers: median and 90% quantiles. The absolute performance of the DT and GP methods are strikingly similar. In pairwise comparison, however, DTL is better than the DTC and GP comparators 85% and 71% of the time, respectively, emerging as a clear winner. Therefore, thrifty sequential variable selection, sensitivity analysis, and EI-based optimization notwithstanding, a DT can be at least as good as the canonical Gaussian process response model for computer experiments. This performance may be due to a slight nonstationarity or heteroskedasticity, which cannot be accommodated by the stationary GP. BART was included as a comparator to further explore this aspect. As noted by [Taddy, Gramacy and Polson (2011) ], BART will tend to outperform DTs (and sometimes GPs) when there is nonstationarity or nonsmoothness in the mean, but not the variance (i.e., under homoskedastic noise). The opposite is true in the heteroskedastic noise case, and this is what we observe here. DTC and DTL have lower RMSEs than BART 92% and 98% of the time, respectively. These results suggest our execution-times data may benefit from methods that can accommodate input-dependent noise.
6. Discussion. The advent of fast and cheap computers defined a statistical era in the late 20th century, especially for Bayesian inference. For computer experiments and other spatial data, modestly-sized data sets and clever algorithms allowed the use of extremely flexible nonparametric models. GP models typify the state of the art from that era, with many successful applications. In classification problems, latent variables were key to exploiting computation for modeling flexibility. Today, further technological advance is defining a new era, that of massive data generation and collection where computer and physical observables are gathered at breakneck pace.
These huge data sets are testing the limits of the popular models and implementations. GPs are buckling under the weight of enormous matrix inverses, and latent variable models suffer from mixing (MCMC) problems. Although exciting inroads have recently been made toward computation-ally tractable, approximate GP (regression) inference in large data settings [e.g., Haaland and Qian (2011), Sang and Huang (2012) ], their application to canonical computer experiments problems such as design and optimization remains a topic of future study. In this paper we suggest that the new method of dynamic regression trees, an update of classic partition tree techniques, has merit as an efficient alternative in nonparametric modeling. In particular, we perform many of the same experiment-analysis functions as do GP and latent variable models, at a fraction of the computational cost. By borrowing relevance statistics from classical trees and sensitivity indices from GPs, the end product is an exploratory data analysis tool that can facilitate variable selection, dimension reduction, and visualization. An open-source implementation is provided in a recent update of the dynaTree package for R.
Our illustrations included data sets from the recent literature and a new computer experiment on automatic code generation that is likely to be a hot application area for statistics and other disciplines as heterogeneous computing environments become more commonplace. Ultimately, the goal is to optimize code for the architecture "just in time," when it arrives at the computing node. In order to be realistically achievable, that goal will require rules of thumb, as facilitated by selection and sensitivity procedures like those outlined in this paper, and iterative optimization steps like the EI approach we illustrated. We note that the input space for these types of experiments can, in practice, be much larger than the specific ones we study; indeed, the median size of the problems presented in [Balaprakash, Wild and Norris (2012) ] is more than 10 15 input configurations. This makes enumeration prohibitively expensive even for academic purposes, irregardless of acceptable compilation times. In those cases, variable reductions and localizations on the order of those we provide here will be crucial to enable any study of the search space, let alone a subsequent optimization.
APPENDIX A: INPUT ANALYSIS
Variable selection is largely equated with setting coefficients to zero. Hence, the approaches are predicated on a specific, usually additive, form for the influence of covariates on response. In the analysis of computer experiments, for example, Cantoni, Flemming and Ronchetti (2011) and Maity and Lin (2011) use the nonnegative garrote [NNG, Breiman (1995) ] and Huang, Horowitz and Wei (2010) apply grouped LASSO. An advantage of these approaches is that they can leverage off-the-shelf software for variable selection. However, because of the complexity of the modeled processes and a need for high precision, researchers using statistical emulation for engineering processes are seldom content with a single additive regression structure for the entire input space. Moreover, the consideration of interaction terms in additive models can require huge, overcomplete bases, typically leading to burdensome computation. As a result, it is more common to rely on GP priors or other nonparametric regression techniques [e.g., Bayarri et al. (2009) , Lee et al. (2008) ]. However, such modeling significantly complicates the task of selecting relevant variables. Although several approaches have been explored in recent literature [e.g., Linkletter et al. (2006) , Bastos and O'Hagan (2009), Yi, Shi and Choi (2011) , and references therein], their complexity seems to have precluded the release of software for use by practitioners.
An interesting middle ground is considered by Reich, Storlie and Bondell (2009) , who propose an additive model comprising univariate functions of each predictor and bivariate functions for all interactive pairs. Each is given a GP prior, and there is a catch-all (higher interactions) remainder term. This extends previous work wherein B-splines were proposed for a similar task [e.g., Gu (2002) ]. Stochastic-search variable selection [SSVS, George and McCulloch (1993) ] is used for selecting main effects and interactions. Although perhaps more straightforward than performing SSVS directly on the lengthscale parameters of a GP [Linkletter et al. (2006) ], this approach has the added computational complexity of inverting many (O(m 2 ))n × n covariance matrices.
Instead of a dedicated variable selection procedure, engineering simulators typically employ some form of input sensitivity analysis. Classically, as in examples from Saltelli, Chan and Scott (2000) , Saltelli et al. (2008) , running the computer code to obtain a response is presumed to be cheap. When it is expensive, one must emulate the code with an estimated probability model [see Santner, Williams and Notz (2003) for an overview]. In turn, researchers have proposed a variety of schemes for extension of classic sensitivity analysis to account for response surface uncertainty. GPs, because of their role as the canonical choice for modeling computer experiments, are combined with sensitivity analysis in applications [e.g., Ziehn and Tomlin (2009), Marrel et al. (2009) ]. However, the associated methodology is usually based on restrictive stationarity and homoskedasticity assumptions needed to derive either empirical Bayes [Oakley and O'Hagan (2004) ] or fully Bayesian [Morris et al. (2008) , Farah and Kottas (2011) ] estimates of sensitivity indices. Notable exceptions are presented by Storlie et al. (2009) and Taddy et al. (2009) . In the former, approximate bootstrap confidence intervals are derived for sensitivity indices based on a nonparametrically modeled response surface. In the latter, variability integration embedded within MCMC simulation yields samples from sensitivity indices' full posterior distribution; a similar idea forms the basis for our framework in Section 4.
Partition trees [e.g., CART: Breiman et al. (1984) ] provide a basis for regression that has both a simplicity amenable to selecting variables and the flexibility required for modeling computer experiments. Furthermore, partition trees overcome some well-known drawbacks of the more commonly applied GP computer emulators: expensive O(n 3 ) matrix inversion, involving special consideration for categorical predictors and responses and allowing for the possibility of nonstationarity in the response or heteroskedastic errors. Taddy, Gramacy and Polson (2011) provide extensive background on general tree-based regression and argue for its wider adoption in engineering applications. In the context of this paper's goals, trees present a unique, nonadditive foundation for determining variable relevance. In their simplest form, with constant mean response at the tree leaves, variable selection is automatic: if a variable is never used to define a tree partition, it has been effectively removed from the regression. Indeed, this idea motivated some of the earliest work on the use of trees, as presented by Morgan and Sonquist (1963) , for automatic interaction detection. In a more nuanced approach, Breiman et al. (1984) introduce indices of variable importance that measure squared error reduction due to tree-splits defined on each covariate. Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman [HTF; , Chapter 10] promote these indices for sensitivity analysis and describe how the approach can be extended for their boosted trees.
However, these techniques are purely algorithmic and lack a full probability model, hence, their use is especially problematic in analysis of computer experiments, where uncertainty quantification is often a primary objective. Moreover, the HTF importance indices are only point estimates of the underlying sensitivity metrics, thus, they preclude basing the variable selection criteria on posterior evidence and make it difficult to properly deduce and interpret just how each variable is contributing. Researchers have attempted to overcome some of these shortcomings through the use of Bayesian inference, most recently in schemes that augment the tree model to allow for better control or flexibility. Chipman, George and McCulloch (2010) describe a Bayesian additive regression tree (BART) model, and their BayesTree software includes a direct analogue of the HTF importance indices; and the method of Taddy et al. (2009) is implemented in tgp [see Gramacy and Taddy (2010) , Section 3].
APPENDIX B: VARIANCE INTEGRAL FOR LINEAR LEAVES
Here, we derive the variance integrals from (2) for a model with linear leaves. Dropping the node subscript (η, η ℓ , or η r ), we have
= s 2 − R n − p − 1
where s 2 is the sum of squares, R is the regression sum of squares, n ≡ |η| is the number of (x, y) pairs, G is the Gram matrix, and |A| is the area of the rectangle. The remaining integral is just a sum of polynomials: with the intervals outlining the rectangle given by (a 1 , b 1 ) , . . . , (a p , b p ) and (g ij ) the x i x j g ij dx i
